Introduction. In this note we study from the bordism point of view actions of a finite abelian group G on unitary manifolds such that the action commutes with the stable complex structure on the tangent bundle. The corresponding bordism group U*(G) is a graded module over the complex bordism ring [/*.
In [4] Stong had shown that for a finite /^-primary group G the module U+(G) is free on even dimensional generators. Landweber [3] proved the same result for finite cyclic G.
Using Stong's result we give a simple proof of the following. Theorem 1. Let G be a finite abelian group. Then U*(G) is a free U"-module on even dimensional generators.
In [2] it was shown how such results for finite groups imply similar ones for higher dimensional groups. In fact, from the knowledge of Theorem 1 the methods of [2] give immediately Theorem 2. Let G be a compact abelian Lie group and let U^ (G) be the bordism module of actions such that each isotropy subgroup has codimension at least j. Then V{¿){G) is a free U "-module on generators in dimension congruent to j modulo 2.
In [2] this theorem was proved for a monogenic group G, using Landweber's result instead of Theorem 1.
Throughout the paper G will be a finite abelian group. The order of G is denoted by |G|. 
Tensoring with Rd, the induction hypothesis, and the 5-lemma give then the desired result. Proposition 3. Assume that U*(L; (k))®Rd is a free U*®Rd-module on even dimensional generators for all (k). Let F be a family of subgroups of K, <D the family of all subgroups of L and Fx<&={HxH'\HeF, H'e<f>). Then U*(KxL; FxO; (k))®Rd is a free U*®Rd-module on even dimensional generators.
Proof.
We proceed by induction over K and F. The case F={{1}} is just Proposition 2 together with the assumption. Proof. Since \K\ and |£| are relatively prime, any subgroup of KxL is a direct product of subgroups of K and L. Now we are able to prove Theorem 1 ' by induction over the number of primary factors of G. For G /^-primary the result was proved in [4] . For arbitrary G the induction hypothesis and Corollary 4 show that for any integer d>\ dividing \G\ the U ¿®Rd-modv\e U¿(G; (k))®Rd is free on even dimensional generators. The assertion follows now from the trivial:
Lemma 5. Let M be a graded U¿-module of finite type (that is M/@,j:V M" is finitely generated for any N). Let dx, d2 be relatively prime and assume that M®Rd. is a free U¿®Rd-module on even dimensional generators. Then M is a free U¿-module on even dimensional generators.
